
 

2021 Farm Division General Rules 
 

REMEMBER: The Farm division is a developmental division and should be approached this 
way. We understand that you will be competitive, but we also expect you to act like adults! 
While the score is always important it should never come before the kids having a good time 
and learning and emphasizing the fundamentals! Please, help with expressing this to your 
parents, as their behavior is also being watched and anything deemed as negative and not 
promoting a family environment will not be tolerated. 

 ALL members of coaching staff or anyone helping out MUST have a volunteer form filled 
out and turned in. 

 Both teams will be responsible for setup and break down of field prior to and after game. 
That includes the cleaning up of dugout trash!   

 Players should stay in the dugout and parents should stay out of the dugout during 
games.  Each manager is responsible for each player.  

 Players should not climb fence, throw bats, or helmet. 

 If a disagreement arises on a play or rules, please contact the board member at the field 
or make a phone call. DO NOT argue in front of kids! 

 Umpiring is and will always be a subject of coaching disagreement! Please do not let 
your emotions of a GAME get the best of you.  Managers are responsible for their staff. 
If you are reported to be acting out towards umpires you will receive 1 warning and then 
a suspension will occur.  

 PROFANITY WILL NOT BE TOLERATED - If a coach is heard or is reported to be using 
profanity, a meeting with the coaching coordinator and a board member will be held.  
First offense - 1 game suspension - Second offense- 2 game suspension - Third 
offensive - Manager/Coach will it be allowed to coach for remainder of year.  

 

Farm Division Game Rules 
 

Time Limit: 75 Minutes, no more than 90 minutes, regardless of the amount of innings played. 

 A new inning should not start after 75 minutes.  

 Home team will have their last at-bat.  However, regardless of the situation or who is 
batting, the game will end as it stands at 90 minutes. If home team is down by 6 runs 
or more on their last at bat, they cannot catch up, game will be called.  

Batting - The pitching machine will be set at 40 mph as a standard rule through the first half of 
the season with the back leg of the pitching machine at 46 feet.  For the second half of the 
season, 42 mph will be used. After completion of a full inning, if both coaches agree, level 
adjustment or mph can be adjusted prior to starting a new inning.   

 Teams will bat until 3 outs or 5 runs whichever is first.  

 Each batter receives up to 6 pitches.   

 A strike will be determined by a swing only.  After 3 strikes, the batter is out regardless of 
how many pitches he has received to that point.  



 The batter can foul as many balls until a hit or strike three on the 6th pitch.  If the 6th 
pitch is thrown and the batter has neither stuck out nor hit the ball, the batter is 
automatically out - they must swing at 6th pitch.  

 Each kid present at time start of game will bat in the same order until all batters have 
batted.   

 If a player shows up late, he/she will be added to the end of the line-up.   

 The batter must hit the ball to the infield grass to be considered a fair ball.   

 If the ball hits the pitching machine the batter is awarded first base.  Runners will be 
allowed to advance one base.   

o Example: runner on 1st base and batter hits the ball against the machine.  The 
runner on 1st is rewarded 2nd base.   

 Bunting is not allowed is farm league.   

 The batter must attempt to make a full swing.   

 No walks will be given  

 Infield fly rules are in NOT in effect. 

Fielding/Base Running - All players will play in the baseball field.  

 Infield positions must be fielded properly.  

 All other players will be placed in the outfield.  

 Catcher must return the ball to pitcher after each pitch. Given the experience level of the 
catcher, the coaches may decide to let all the pitches go by and return them to the 
pitcher between batters. 

 The fielding team needs to control the ball in the infield to stop play. It does not have 
to be the pitcher inside a designated circle around mound. 

 Runners can advance 1 base on an over throw.  However, if an attempt is made to 
make an out on an advancing runner and an overthrow occurs, the runner is allowed to 
advance another base. Only 2 over throws will be allowed. 

o For example:  As the runner takes second base, if at that point, the ball is thrown 
to second base and is overthrown, the runner is allowed to take third base. 
Another example:  The batter hits the ball to second base and second baseman 
makes an overthrow to first base, the runner is allowed to take second base.  If at 
that point, the first baseman runs the ball to infield and controls ball, runner is not 
allowed to take third base and play stops.   

 Balls batted to the outfield, play will continue until a player in the infield controls the ball. 
Once this occurs, play is stopped and runners are no longer allowed to advance.  

 The pitcher position player must have 1 foot on the dirt of the mound (or turf), on either 
side of the pitching machine, and must not be any closer than the pitching machine to 
home plate. 

Coaches on the field 

 No more than 2 coaches on the field while on defense. They are there to help reinforce 
technique. They must make every attempt to not affect the play with the position. 

 While up to bat, other than the pitching machine coach, 1st base and 3rd base coaches, a  
4th coach may be used to help the batter and return baseballs to the pitcher. 

 



Tournament Play   

 Three coaches – pitching machine, 1st and 3rd base.  On defense, all coaches 
must remain outside the foul line.   

 Changes may apply and will be communicated if there is a limit on coaches.  


